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Editorial on the Research Topic

Challenges, techniques and pitfalls in surgery: How far can we push
the boundaries?
In the last decade, surgery to relevant was subjected to relevant improvement thanks

technological innovations and consequent novel surgical techniques. The actual surgical

panorama gained by the progress of minimally invasive surgery that has become the gold

standard for several procedures historically performed with open access. This evolution

involved different surgical fields, including general surgery, urology, gynaecology and

many other specialities (1–3). Further evolution of minimally invasive surgery was

represented by ultra-minimally invasive surgery, which is currently running through two

different philosophies: the port size decreasing (3mm vs 5-10mm) (4) and the reduction

of the incision numbers, represented by the single port approach (5). The latest

innovations are represented by robotics. This technology allows for overcoming many

limits of traditional endoscopy, even reducing the invasiveness.

Moreover, the different available platforms can actually allow for reduced costs (6).

Furthermore, adjuvant therapies and new softwares can become fundamental in surgery.

Therefore, these technologies could be useful even in different specialties as general

surgery, surgical oncology, gynaecology, urology, etc. (7–12).

It was an very pleasure to serve as Guest Editors of the Research Topic of Frontiers

entitled “Challenges, Techniques and Pitfalls in Surgery: How Far Can We Push the

Boundaries?”. This Research Topic provides an overview of the last innovation in surgery

and contributes to the field’s growth. All authors on the Research Topic contribute

significantly to clinical and basic research advancements. Therefore, we present a

collection of articles reported by authors from different specialities as general surgery

to more specialistic surgical subspecialties. The article treated in this Research Topic

could be useful for students, researchers and clinicians.
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The Research Topic start with a case report by Wang et al.

entitled “Case Report: Gastric-Type Endocervical Adenocarcinoma

Mimicking Submucosal Myoma Under Hysteroscopy”, reporting a

rare case of endocervical carcinoma. Concluding that GAS could be

subject to misdiiagnosis.

The second article by Bao et al., entitled “Endoscopic

Endonasal Supraoptic and Infraoptic Approaches for Complex

“Parasuprasellar” Lesions: Surgical Anatomy, Technique

Nuances, and Case Series” evaluates the use of the endoscopic

technique for parasuprasellar lesions and reporting that these

approaches could be effective in selected cases.

The third article by Wei et al., entitled “Clinical Application

of Indocyanine Green Fluorescence Technology in Laparoscopic

Radical Gastrectomy”, reports the outcomes of gastrectomy

using new tracers reporting good outcomes in terms of

operation time and intraoperative blood loss.

The fourth article by Xu et al., “Can a reresection be avoided

after initial en bloc resection for high-risk non-muscle invasive

bladder cancer? A systematic review and meta-analysis”, was a

meta-analysis related to the surgery options for bladder cancer that

in coclusion reported good oncologic and post-operative outcomes.

The fifth article by Campagna et al., entitled “Laparoscopic High

Uterosacral Ligament Suspension vs Laparoscopic Sacral

Colpopexy for Pelvic Organ Prolapse: A Case-Control Study” was

focused on different surgical approaches for pelvic organ prolapse

concluding that both techniques are safe, feasible, and effective. The

sixth article by Peng et al., entitled “The Transumbilical

Laparoendoscopic Single-Site Extraperitoneal Approach for Pelvic

and Para-Aortic Lymphadenectomy: A Technique Note and

Feasibility Study” investigated the use of single incision surgery

for lymphadenectomy reporting the feasibility of the technique. The

seventh article by Santullo et al. entitled “The Road to Technical

Proficiency in Cytoreductive Surgery for Peritoneal Carcinomatosis:

Risk-Adjusted Cumulative Summation Analysis” reported a model

aimed to improve the surgical outcomes for cytoreductive surgery.

The eighth article by Cianci et al., entitled “Different Surgical

Approaches for Early-Stage Ovarian Cancer Staging. A Large

Monocentric Experience”, investigated advantages ans

disadvantages of different surgical approaches for ovarian cancer

treatment even from an oncological point of view. The ninth article

by Li et al., “Toward Exempting from Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy

in T1 Breast Cancer Patients: A Retrospective Study”, reported

exciting data on the sentinel lymph node for breast cancer. The

tenth article by Zhang et al., “A Scientometric Analysis and

Visualization Discovery of Enhanced Recovery After Surgery”,

which applied the analysis to ERAS guidelines. The eleventh

article by Zhao et al., entitled “Application Status and Prospects

of Artificial Intelligence in Peptic Ulcers”, reported an article related

to the clinical use of artificial intelligence. The twelfth article by

Spalthoff et al., “Time is crucial in malignant tumour cases:

Speeding up the process of patient-specific implant creation, ”

focused on the time importance for patients implant creation

affirming the importance of procedural standardization.
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The thirteenth article by Zhu et al. entitled “Laparoscopic

Subtotal Gastrectomy and Sigmoidectomy Combined With

Natural Orifice Specimen Extraction Surgery (NOSES) for

Synchronous Gastric Cancer and Sigmoid Colon Cancer: A

Case Report” was a case report focused on the use of natural

orifice used for specimen extraction reporting good outcomes.

The fourteenth article by Xiong et al., entitled “Partial

Nephrectomy Versus Radical Nephrectomy for Endophytic

Renal Tumors: Comparison of Operative, Functional, and

Oncological Outcomes by Propensity Score Matching

Analysis”, studied the outcomes of different procedures for

renal tumours surgery. The fifteenth article by Tang et al.,

entitled “Preliminary Analysis of Safety and Feasibility of a

Single-Hole Laparoscopic Myomectomy via an Abdominal

Scar Approach, “ focused on a single port approach for

gynecologic surgery demonstrating the feasibility.

The sixteenth article by Zuo et al., entitled “O-arm-guided

percutaneous microwave ablation and cementoplasty for the

treatment of pelvic acetabulum bone metastasis”, reported

exciting data on a new surgical strategy for bone surgery based

on microwave instrument.

The seventeenth article by Abdullah et al., entitled

“Laparoscopic retroperitoneal resection of the duodenal

gastrointestinal stromal tumours in neurofibromatosis type 1;

Case Report and literature review” reported an article focused on

endoscopic treatment of gastrointestinal tumours reporting

good surgical outcomes.

The eighteenth, by Wang et al., entitled “Effect of fetoscopic

laser surgery on the placental characteristics and birth-weight

discordance of twins with twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome”,

investigated the use of laser technology for fetal surgery.

The nineteenth article by Ishikawa and Shozu, entitled

“Modified Leak-Proof Puncture Technique for the Aspiration

of Giant Ovarian Cysts by Instantly Mounting a Plastic Wrap

and Gauze with Cyanoacrylates: A Retrospective Observational

Study”, reported a technique for aspiration of giant cysts

concluding the feasibility of the technique in selected cases.

The last article by Catena et al., entitled “Fertility-sparing

treatment for endometrial cancer and atypical endometrial

hyperplasia in patients with Lynch Syndrome: Molecular

diagnosis after immunohistochemistry of MMR proteins” was

focused on fertility sparring treatment for syndromic patients

giving relevant indications for these cases.

We appreciated the effort of all authors put in their articles,

which significantly contribute to the scientific panorama.
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